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Dorian DiNardo, PMP, is a Senior Vice President and leader of the Operations and Performance Management Product Line at Health Catalyst. In her current role, she is responsible for the development of software products including Leading Wisely, a new generation executive decision support; a suite of MACRA products and infrastructure that support quality measure compliance and reporting; and a variety of other applications supporting department-specific analytics in healthcare systems.

Dorian spent the past 20 years working with a myriad of healthcare IT products to improve analytics, workflow, and system efficiencies for health systems. From her earliest professional experience while still in college, using Excel to model accounts receivable for the Emergency Department, she recognized and embraced the potential of using data to impact health outcomes. Her career progression within health systems such as Samaritan and Peace Health exposed her to a wide range of information technology and their users, including EMR implementations, data warehouse development and operations, and legacy application conversions. This depth and diversity of experience created a deep understanding of healthcare organizations’ multifaceted challenges, across the industry landscape. Pairing technical proficiency with strong interpersonal skills, Dorian also frequently found herself leading teams, where her passion for enabling others’ success shines through, as it does today at Health Catalyst in her product offerings and the vision of the company.